B-Cool® Teri Shoulder Wrap and Kits
Please read the following instructions carefully
and completely before use. Correct application is
required to ensure proper function of the device.
Intended for single patient use.
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WARNING: This product should be
used only under the supervision of
a medical professional. If your pain
increases or persists or you experience
any unusual reactions while using
this product, consult your healthcare
provider immediately.
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CAUTION: Never apply a frozen or heated gel pack directly onto the skin.
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CAUTION: Supervision is strongly advised when applying this product on
children and geriatric patients. Patients with circulatory problems should
consult a physician or healthcare professional prior to any treatment.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE: Before use, follow directions on B-Cool® Gel Packs for Cold or Heat therapy.
1. Open box, remove wrap and gel packs (if included with the kit).
2. Heat or freeze gel packs according to physicians instructions following directions on
B-Cool® Gel Pack packaging.
3. Insert prepared gel packs into wrap pockets.
2. Release buckle and place wrap over affected shoulder - Teri cloth side down.
3. Align the center area of the wrap over the joint of the affected shoulder with the
longer sections going across the upper shoulder/neck.
3. Position wrap so one pack lies over front of the chest and the other lies over the back.
4. Wrap strap around back and secure with front buckle.
3. Adjust straps as needed for comfort.
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NOTE: Please refer to liner sew-in label for care instructions.
Please visit our website at www.birdcronin.com for additional product and
warranty information or contact a customer care representative at 800-328-1095.
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NOTICE: This device is only one element in the overall treatment program administered by a medical professional. While every effort
has been made to obtain the maximum compatibility of function, strength, durability and comfort, there is no guarantee that injury will
be prevented through the use of this product.
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